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e d wa r d  k e m p  ( 1 8 1 7 – 9 1 ) :  ‘ a n  a b l e  a n d  u s e f u l  m a n ’

Edward Kemp was one of the mid-Victorian period’s most influential landscape gardeners 
and a respected author of several gardening publications. Despite this, details of his early 
life are sparse. Born in 1817 in Streatham, then Surrey, he was the son and grandson of 
Nonconformist tailors. Growing up in an area still essentially rural, his interest in plants 
led him to train as a landscape gardener at the London Horticultural Society Gardens in 
Chiswick, Middlesex, before moving to Chatsworth, Derbyshire, to work under Joseph 
Paxton. When Paxton was commissioned to design a park for Birkenhead, Wirral, the 
first publicly funded park in the world, Kemp was appointed to oversee its laying out, 
eventually being appointed its permanent superintendant. His writing combined with the 
growing reputation of Birkenhead Park brought him numerous private commissions. 
Despite this, Kemp remained firmly rooted in Birkenhead, remaining in the town for 
the rest of his life. In 1863, an assistant park superintendent was appointed and his role 
became that of ‘Consulting Superintendent’. He never, however, severed his connection 
with the park, advising the authorities on park-related matters when well into his seventies 
and living in his house on its periphery until he died and was buried in Flaybrick, the 
cemetery he had laid out for the Birkenhead Commissioners some thirty years previously.

This paper seeks to reconstruct kemp’s life in order to provide a proper context within 
which to evaluate his professional career and achievements as a landscape gardener and 
author. It looks first at streatham, the place where he grew up, and at what is known of 
his family background, before considering what might have been his early training. It 
reviews his time in the Chiswick gardens of the london Horticultural society and then 
follows him to Chatsworth, examining in particular his work for Joseph paxton. finally, 
it takes him to birkenhead, where he was appointed to undertake the laying out of the 
park on behalf of paxton and where he was eventually to spend the rest of his life. His 
various publications, his superintendence of birkenhead park and his work as a designer 
of both public and private open spaces are not discussed in detail as they are covered in 
other papers.

To write about ‘kemp the man’ presents a challenge as much of his life is a matter 
of conjecture. He died childless, outlived the immediate members of his family and left 
behind no portrait or photograph nor any journals or personal papers. Thus, any account 
of him is dependent on the information given in his obituaries and on details gleaned from 
his business correspondence.1 even the ‘biographical note’ provided by the landscape 
architect, frank albert waugh, in his Landscape Gardening, the american revision of 
kemp’s work, written in 1911, noted how difficult it was to establish details of kemp’s 
life only twenty years after his death:

although I have employed two expert english antiquarians for the search and though I 
have myself visited the scene of his principal labours for the same purpose, it has not been 
possible to add any important facts to this meagre biography of an able and useful man.2
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To supplement this information, one has to rely on the sources available to any 
family historian. baptism, marriage and burial registers, and the ten-yearly census returns 
provide details of the lives of both kemp and his family, while local directories and 
tithe records give an insight into where they lived and worked. further information can 
be extracted from those few examples of kemp’s correspondence that survive in public 
collections (traceable through the national archives website), while more can be found 
among private muniments such as those of Chatsworth or the eaton estate.3 To some 
extent this is a ‘bricks without straw’ exercise, but together these sources supply sufficient 
material to build at least a skeletal outline of kemp’s life.

sTreaTHam and THe surrey HIlls

many a time in after life he recurred to the pleasure he derived from the botanical 
rambles of his boyhood and youth over the neighbouring country to penge wood, then 
quite a rural district, and the surrounding surrey Hills and dales.4

edward kemp was born in streatham, then in surrey (now london), on 25 september 
1817. In the first decades of the nineteenth century it was a large village, straggling along 
the streatham High road, surrounded on either side by farms and fields, interspersed 
with stretches of common and best known for streatham park, a large mansion, the 
former home of Hester Thrale and once visited on a regular basis by dr samuel Johnson 
and for the pleasure grounds of beulah spa, laid out by decimus burton and opened in 
1831. like many of the settlements on the periphery of london, streatham was growing. 
In 1801, it had a population of 2357. Ten years later it was still essentially rural, though 
numbers had risen to 2729, with just over four hundred houses occupied. In the next 
two decades, however, its size almost doubled as the tide of population swept out from 
the capital. by 1831, its population had risen to 5068, while the number of houses had 
reached 834, many of them quite recently built and including several substantial villas as 
well as numerous cottage-style properties. It was in this rapidly changing landscape that 
kemp grew up.

The kemps were a local family. Charles, edward’s grandfather, was a tailor. In 
november 1785, he is recorded as providing three coats, at nine shillings per coat, 
and three waistcoats, at five shillings each, to the Overseers of the poor of the parish 
of streatham.5 He also supplied uniforms to the local Volunteers association in the 
napoleonic wars. a list of the parish’s inhabitants, drawn up by the incumbent in 1787, 
records Charles living in wells lane (now sunnyhill road), the letter ‘n’ by his name 
denotes him as a ‘non-parishioner’. a generation later, kemp’s father, another Charles, 
was also a tailor, as was his uncle, Henry. The streatham Tithe apportionment of 1840 
shows Charles occupying what was a small, weather-boarded cottage and garden at the 
High road end of Greyhound lane.6 five years later, the Post Office Directory records 
him as a tailor, still in Greyhound lane, and it is as a tailor that he is described on kemp’s 
marriage certificate a few months later. Charles was self-employed and it is probably 
from his father that kemp acquired his strongly developed work ethic.

kemp was the middle of three children. His older sister, mary ann, had been born 
in 1816 and his younger brother, Charles, in 1820. all three were baptised not in the 
local parish church but as nonconformists in the Independent Chapel at Tooting, a short 
distance from their home.7 little is known of the children’s early years. There are no 
records of their schooling. for streatham children there was st leonard’s parish school, 
but the subsequent careers of all three suggest that their education went well beyond the 
elementary level a parish school could provide. mary became a schoolmistress; Charles 
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would become Clerk to the Clerkenwell magistrates Court; and for edward to be received 
into the Horticultural society Gardens he would have needed to demonstrate that he had 
already received ‘a certain degree of education’.

To what extent edward was self-taught is difficult to say, but he was widely read 
and appears to have had a more than usual ability to absorb and retain information. 
Though streatham was expanding, the vast unspoiled stretches of the surrey countryside, 
with their wooded hills, were within easy reach of his home. It was walking here that he 
acquired the knowledge and love of plants that was, as his obituary records, to shape 
the pattern of his later life. In particular, it was here that he developed his love of trees 
(figure 1):

passing up the road to streatham Church, and turning along the old brighton road, with 
splendid elm trees overshadowing it on both sides, and a good deal of park-like scenery 
on either hand, a walk of ten minutes will reveal streatham Common, a beautiful grassy 
slope, environed with trees.8

at what point kemp acquired his detailed knowledge of botany and his ability to 
give plants their latin names remains uncertain. books and periodicals abounded for 
private study; John Claudius loudon, in his Gardeners’ Magazine, was ready to give 
advice:

The books that we would recommend for perusal to a young man desirous of preparing 
himself are, all dr. lindley’s works; more especially his Outline of Botany, Outline of 
Horticulture, and his Introduction to Botany, to the Natural System, and his Ladies’ 
Botany. […] davy’s Agricultural Chemistry ought also to be studied, and main’s 
Vegetable Physiology, and Hayward’s Principles of Horticulture.9

This was a tall order and whether kemp read all or any of them is not recorded. what 
is not in dispute is that to be received into the london Horticultural society’s Gardens 
at Chiswick he would have to have been well educated and be ready to embark on a 
rigorous training. kemp was both of these.

early TraInInG

since entry into the Horticultural society Gardens could not be achieved until a would-
be gardener had reached the age of eighteen, it seems likely that kemp found a position 

figure 1. stanford’s map of london (1862) showing Greyhound lane and streatham Common, 
surrey (detail)
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in a garden of some sort before he moved to Chiswick. One possibility was that he was 
taken on at the springfield nurseries of william rollisson and sons in upper Tooting, 
just a couple of miles from his home in streatham.10 (a similar course of action had been 
taken by the young James Veitch, son and grandson of the exeter nurserymen and two 
years kemp’s senior, who had been placed with rollisson’s for a year to gain horticultural 
experience.11) That kemp was very familiar with rollisson’s is evident as it was one 
of only twenty-one ‘nurseries, florists’ Gardens etc.’ he describes in his book on the 
parks and gardens of london, published in 1851.12 a link with the nursery might also 
explain the disproportionate amount of space he devotes in that volume to the grounds 
of burntwood Grange, the home of a young stockbroker, Harmon Grisewood, situated 
between wandsworth Common and Garratt lane, which he describes as ‘recently 
redesigned and replanted by the established Tooting nursery of messrs rollisson’.

unlike a modern guide book, kemp’s The Parks, Gardens, etc. of London and its 
Suburbs is not profusely illustrated. predictably it includes views and plans of buckingham 
palace, Hampton Court and frogmore. more surprising is that of its nineteen engravings, 
four show features of the ‘small garden’ of burntwood Grange: the interior, the exterior 
and the ground plan of its conservatory and an engraving of a ‘pretty dairy’. This 
suggests that kemp, perhaps through rollisson’s, had some special link with the place. 
Certainly, a link with Harmon Grisewood was already established when, in 1855, kemp 
was commissioned by him to lay out a flower garden, walk and rosary in his newly 
purchased estate at daylesford and to provide plans for the rebuilding and landscaping 
of the estate village.13 

CHIswICk

His love of nature with his love of flowers and their culture determined his career, and 
he was apprenticed and served in the royal Horticultural society gardens at Chiswick, 
then under the directorate of the eminent professor lindley, whose friendship he retained 
in after life.14

There is no confirmation of kemp’s apprenticeship or employment among the Horticultural 
society’s records – documents for the period when he might have been there are missing 
– but the evidence of his obituary seems proof enough, as is his detailed knowledge of the 
education and training provided by the society at the time.

examinations for gardeners were introduced at Chiswick in 1836. kemp, born in 
1817, may well have applied at an opportune moment when the training of gardeners 
by the society was being put on a proper footing. no less a person than John Claudius 
loudon had been a keen proponent of the better education of gardeners for over a 
decade, using his journal, the Gardener’s Magazine, to publicize his views.15 when, in 
1836, the london Horticultural society re-established its programme for the training 
of gardeners, loudon described this move as a ‘grand step’.16 kemp himself provides 
the detail:

we must not omit to mention that the society has done much for horticulture by 
endeavouring to raise the character and improve the education of gardeners in their 
establishment. young men are only admitted to the gardens after undergoing an 
examination in various branches of the business, and they are subsequently examined as 
to their progress and proficiency.17

examined or not, kemp’s ‘progress and proficiency’ must have impressed John lindley 
as having completed his training he was taken on to work in the society’s gardens. while 
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there he would have acquired a practical as well as a theoretical knowledge of gardening 
and been able to make good use of the society’s library, which included the works of 
the great landscape gardeners, including uvedale price, Humphry repton, loudon and 
william sawrey Gilpin, to whom he makes reference in his own publications.18 He would 
also have had access to the gardens of the duke of devonshire at Chiswick House, the 
grounds of which abutted directly onto those of the Horticultural society and with which 
kemp appears to have been thoroughly familiar. His account of them in his The Parks, 
Gardens, etc. of London includes detailed descriptions of trees, plants, statuary and 
buildings and even a mention of a drawing of the water lily, ‘Victoria regis’, hanging 
in a small room ‘at the back of the conservatory’ – all information which even the most 
assiduous visitor might not acquire. He also comments on recent changes in the garden 
and notes that some bays ‘were much injured by the frost of 1837–8, which has greatly 
diminished their beauty’. This suggests he might have been present there at the time and 
observed the ill-fated bays at first hand.

CHaTswOrTH

The lack of archival evidence among paxton’s papers at Chatsworth has made it difficult 
to confirm the date of kemp’s arrival there. what is certain is that his name is included 
among the list of Chatsworth gardeners who had contributed to a memorial to the 
ill-fated botanist and plant collector david douglas who had died in what were then 
known as the sandwich Islands (today Hawai’i) in unfortunate circumstances in 1834.19 
In 1836, requests for donations had been sent out to interested parties, but when these 
failed to attract sufficient contributions, subscription papers were sent out to gardeners 
and nurserymen. They appear to have responded more generously than those first 
approached as by 1839 the fund was sufficient to erect a monument to douglas. In 
1842, the Gardeners Magazine printed the names of all those who had subscribed to 
the memorial. among the list of contributors from Chatsworth was kemp. This would 
suggest that he had arrived there by 1839, in his very early twenties.20

The duke of devonshire … £5..0..0
Joseph paxton   £2..10..0
andrew stewart         0..2..6
Charles edmonds        0..5..0
peter marnock         0..2..0
edward kemp         0..2..6.
william wilson         0..2..0

for kemp to be taken on as a trained, professional gardener at Chatsworth is proof 
of his capabilities. In moving to derbyshire, he was to find himself in perhaps the most 
famous garden in england. since 1826, when he was appointed as head gardener to the 
duke of devonshire, paxton had transformed the place. by the time kemp arrived the 
grounds had seen numerous ambitious innovations. a pinetum had been planted with 
an impressive range of coniferous species, to be followed by the much larger arboretum 
with over sixteen hundred and seventy different specimens, the largest collection of 
herbaceous plants in europe. In addition, there were extensive ranges of greenhouses, 
forcing houses and specialized garden buildings, a vast glazed structure, the Great stove, 
and a mountainous rockery. all these would influence kemp in his later work.

kemp was not the only trained, young gardener to work with paxton at Chatsworth. 
His near contemporaries, John Gibson (1815–75), edward milner (1819–94) and 
George eyles (1815–87), all served in the gardens at much the same time as he did and 
like kemp would go on to make their mark in the world of landscape gardening. between 
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them they were responsible for designing and managing the increasing number of public 
parks that appeared in the mid-nineteenth century. eyles and Gibson, especially, were 
known for their work on several of london’s public parks, while milner would become 
principal of the Crystal palace school of Gardening. where kemp stood apart from 
these contemporaries was as a respected and prolific author, being heralded in his day 
as one of the leading writers on garden design as well as for his lifelong commitment 
to birkenhead park.

at Chatsworth kemp’s literary abilities and his detailed knowledge of plants must 
soon have become evident. as paxton’s involvement in publishing increased his need 
for an assistant must have been pressing. kemp, who in his obituary was described as 
‘paxton’s amanuensis’, would have seemed the obvious choice. whether he moved back 
to his parents’ home to be nearer to the offices of bradbury & evans, paxton’s publishers, 
is not clear. The census of 1841 records him in streatham, giving his occupation as 
‘gardener’. was he living there permanently or just visiting? either way ‘streatham’ heads 
the only letter from kemp to paxton to survive in the Chatsworth archives.21 In the 
absence of any other documentary evidence for the period and for the light it throws on 
kemp’s activities at the time, it is worth reproducing in full (figure 2).

       streatham
        July 25th / 43
 dear sir,
  I forward your proofs of the august magazine. I shall write to mr 
Towers to request him to confine his articles more to flowering plants, and not to say 
so much about fruits.
  I have lately been strongly advised to go to margate or some other 
sea side place for two or three weeks to improve my health, and I now mention it in 
order to tell you that I contemplate doing so in the beginning of next month, and to 
beg that if you are likely to be in town, or to require me to do anything in london next 

figure 2. Copy of a letter from edward 
kemp to Joseph paxton, July 1843. 
Courtesy: with kind permission of the 
Chatsworth archives
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month, you will oblige me by letting me know at once that I may defer my trip.
  not having heard anything of Gibson’s affair, I suppose it is now 
likely to fall through.

    I am, dear sir,
     most obediently & faithfully yours

        edwd. kemp

p.s. we had got a drawing of mr smith’s fuchsia before receiving the letter. It is a very 
fine variety – the best I have seen. mrs wray’s barkeria will appear in september. I have 
written to tell her so.22

The letter is important as it reveals the extent to which paxton, now increasingly busy, 
depended on kemp to see The Magazine through the press; he is writing to contributors, 
chiding them on the content of their articles and selecting items to be included in future 
issues. Given the time frame, though no references confirm this, it is possible that kemp 
also assisted with the production of paxton’s A Pocket Botanical Dictionary (1840) and 
the Gardeners’ Chronicle, which first appeared in 1841.

returning to the letter of July 1843, irrespective of whether or not kemp was able 
to spend time in a ‘sea-side place’, his career would soon take a significant turn and 
plunge him in the practical world of park design. The allusion to his poor health was 
not sufficient to dent paxton’s confidence in kemp’s abilities. within a month of their 
discussion of The Magazine, paxton would be walking the fields of birkenhead and 
planning the first municipally funded park in the world. 

bIrkenHead

by the early 1840s birkenhead, with a population of only 8223, was a small but expanding 
township, a short ferry trip across the river mersey from liverpool and increasingly 
favoured as a place of residence for the well-to-do. since 1833, it had been governed 
by Improvement Commissioners empowered to levy rates and with responsibility for 
‘paving, lighting, watching, cleansing and otherwise improving the Township or Chapelry 
of birkenhead’. Their powers did not extend to the provision of public green space, the 
need for which was increasingly pressing:

bricks and mortar are […] so fast taking the place of green fields […] birkenhead will soon 
no longer be in the country. It is therefore good policy to provide a healthy and agreeable 
place of resort to secure the permanent benefits of pure air and exercise, at a moderate 
distance from the town, while this can be done at a comparatively trifling cost.23

The solution to the vanishing fields was a public park. In 1843, birkenhead’s second 
Improvement act authorized the commissioners to purchase the necessary land. This 
was a landmark moment – the first occasion on which a municipal body was granted 
the powers to provide a park, to be paid for entirely out of public funds. paxton was 
commissioned to provide a design. for a fee of eight hundred pounds he was to undertake 
‘to supply plans, sections, models, the superintendence to completion and to furnish an 
efficient superintendent to be permanently on the ground to watch and direct the whole 
details at three guineas per week’. The ‘superintendent’ was kemp, who took up his post 
in september, still only aged twenty-five. 

In designing a public park there were very few precedents. paxton had to draw 
on his experience of managing a vast country estate and on the ideas he had already 
demonstrated in his plan for liverpool’s princes park, which included entrance lodges, 
a carriage drive, an ornamental lake, winding paths, areas of informal planting and 
stretches of open grassland. These features were repeated in birkenhead, with the 
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addition of a second lake, a rocky ravine and an undulating landscape of low hillocks, 
created from the material excavated from the lakes. It was the making of this landscape 
that kemp was deputed to oversee (figure 3). kemp took up his post in september 1843 
and began work almost immediately. by november, with the completed plan of the park 
and the sketches for the lodges approved, he began the work of converting farmland to 
greensward. The scale of the undertaking was vast, but kemp seems to have taken it all 
in his stride. The accounts show he engaged local farmers for carting and employed over 
thirty labourers to remove fences, grub out hedges, fill in ditches and level banks. There 
were also payments for ‘ploughing, Harrowing, and scarrifying’ and for the purchase of 
drainage tiles, boulders for the rockwork and grass seed.

Over the winter of 1843–44 kemp continued to be busy, handling a large budget 
and spending thousands of pounds on plants, including mature trees and shrubs, many 
bought from local nurserymen such as dicksons’ of Chester.24 Though no actual planting 
schemes for birkenhead survive, kemp, writing a few years later, gives an indication of 
the principle underlying his choice of specimens, ideas he would incorporate in his own 
later work:

where ever old hedge-rows exist, and require to be removed and levelled […] the greatest 
care should be exercised in preserving the better part of the trees and bushes that may be 
in them, and in retaining these rather as broken groups than merely as single specimen.25

One aim in selecting what to plant or retain was to achieve ‘greenery’ throughout the 
year. a balance was therefore struck between coniferous and deciduous species, with a 
liberal use of holly for winter cover. fast-growing trees were chosen for their immediate 
impact and to act as shelter for slower growing neighbours. suitable hedgerow specimens 
were not grubbed out but incorporated in the landscaping, as kemp advised (figure 4).

by the summer of 1845, paxton was concentrating on the last phase of the park, 
though very much at arm’s length, since day-to-day decisions were being left to be made 

figure 3. Hillocks created from material excavated from the lakes, birkenhead park.  
photo: author 2017
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by kemp. Other work on the structures and buildings of the park was carried out by 
paxton’s assistant, the architect and draftsman John robertson, and by a local architect, 
the young lewis Hornblower.26 almost two years exactly from the scheme for the park 
first getting off the ground, paxton was ready to hand over the reins to kemp. keen to 
ensure matters remained in good hands, he wrote to the commissioners recommending 
‘that mr. kemp be retained in his present position at a salary of £150 pr.an. (he now has 
£165) and the lodge no 2 be provided as a residence free of rent and rates’. explaining 
the last point he observed that ‘it is the almost invariable custom to allow head gardeners 
a free residence in the place, its advantages being so very evident’ (figure 5).

kemp can only have been grateful for paxton’s concern for his future, though, in the 
absence of all but one surviving letter, the exact nature of their relationship is difficult to 
assess. sometime in the early 1840s kemp was invited by paxton to visit derbyshire, not 
to work, but to holiday and spend some of his time sightseeing. writing about the visit 
many years later he says:

It is more than forty years since I visited alton Towers. I was staying for a fortnight 
with mr paxton, at Chatsworth, and took the opportunity of going to notable places 
in derbyshire and its vicinity. during a trip to dove dale and Ilam Hall, I passed on 
to wootton and alton Towers, at which latter place I had the advantage of being 
chaperoned by mr. forsyth27, then in his prime.28

marrIaGe

with both employment and accommodation secure, kemp must have felt ready to embark 
on married life. at their meeting of 3 september 1845, the birkenhead Commissioners’ 
finance Committee recorded a request from kemp for ‘leave of absence for three weeks 
on business of importance to himself’. with no explanation as to what such business 

figure 4. eighteenth-century oak at birkenhead park. photo: author, 2008
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might be, the request was granted. In fact kemp was to be married. The wedding took 
place just two days later on 5 september 1845, at st John the baptist Church, Croydon. 
kemp’s bride was sophia bailey. He was then twenty-eight and she just two years younger. 

sophia had been born in northamptonshire and christened at brinkton parish 
church on 6 July 1819, Her father was Henry bailey, a respected landscape gardener, who 
had held the post of park steward and gardener to the althorp estate since June 1811, 
having previously worked for seventeen years for the wall family of norman Court in 
Hampshire and for the barings of stratton park. sophia’s mother, martha bailey, some 
twenty years Henry’s junior, was his second wife; his first wife, another sophia, and 
housekeeper to the spencers, having died in 1816 at the age of forty-seven.

sophia’s childhood was spent at althorp, where Henry bailey remained in the 
spencer’s employment throughout the early 1820s. In 1825 he was said to have been 
planning for the career of his son, which involved him becoming a freeman of the City 
of london. However, by 1838–39, the baileys were living in Croydon and seem to have 
fallen on hard times; described as ‘poor’, Henry’s ‘impoverished’ condition was partly 
attributed to some unwise loans he had made to revd Thomas dibdin, the althorp 
librarian, and ‘partly by other misfortune’.29 Quite how kemp and sophia’s paths first 
crossed is difficult to establish. The town of Croydon, her home, was a natural focus for 
the people of streatham, but it can have been no coincidence that Henry bailey had been 
an experienced and respected landscape gardener.30

The 1841 census records Henry bailey, aged sixty-five, who describes himself as 
‘Independent’, living in middle Heath lane, Croydon, together with his wife, martha, 
forty-five, and his daughters, sophia, twenty and ellen, fifteen. There were no live-in 
servants. His son George was away at school, most probably in wellingborough.31 Henry 
bailey died in 1841 and at some point after the wedding martha bailey moved to join 
the kemp household in the Italian lodge. she is recorded as being resident there in 1851 

figure 5. The Italian lodge; from Ordnance survey, sheet XIII.3.11, Claughton cum Grange, 
Cheshire (western division), 10.56 feet to 1 statute mile (surveyed 1875) (detail)
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and seems to have continued living in birkenhead until her death, aged seventy-three, in 
1866, when she was buried in the anglican section of the then newly opened flaybrick 
Cemetery which kemp had designed.

manaGInG THe ‘new park’

In the mid-1840s public parks were still very new features of the municipal landscape. 
The birkenhead Commissioners, responsible for the care of their pioneering park, had 
few precedents to follow. understandably, what kemp appreciated, but his employers 
often did not, was that the park was an ongoing commitment, which would always need 
support from the rates. This difference in outlook was a source of tension almost as 
soon as kemp’s appointment as superintendent was confirmed. In consequence, he found 
himself often in the position of having to justify expenditure on the park and at times to 
negotiate over his salary. 

by 1845, the key elements of paxton’s plan were in place and surviving accounts 
show that the focus of activity was shifting from landscaping to the more mundane 
tasks of day-to-day park management. There were still trees and plants to be ordered 
from local nurserymen and placed in the ground, and a tree lifter had been purchased in 
the autumn of 1844 for that purpose. The pastures also had to be let for grazing. The 
minutes of 12 april 1848 record that:

Cows and sheep have access to the 16 acres of the upper part of the park and to the  
7 acres hurdled off at the lower end and sheep only to the middle portion of 2/3 acres 
in the centre.

Two of the recently appointed park policemen would need uniform and equipment – 
‘shoes, hats and trousers and rattles and handcuffs for night duty’. This was all essential 
but unexciting work. excitement came with the official opening of the park, deferred 
until 5 april 1847 to coincide with the opening of the docks. Thousands flocked to 
birkenhead for the occasion, stamping the creation of the ‘new park’ firmly on people’s 
consciousness, something from which kemp would benefit when he first began to seek 
work on his own behalf.

even before the official opening of the park there were rumblings that all was not 
well in birkenhead. It, like many other towns, had been hit hard by the economic crisis 
of the late 1840s and consequently the expected sale of the house plots round the park’s 
periphery had been slow. In addition, the cost of laying out the park had run into many 
thousands. economies had to be made and one saving the commissioners considered 
was dispensing with the post of park superintendent entirely. for kemp that would 
have been catastrophic and as an alternative he proposed to take a cut in salary, on the 
condition that he would be allowed to ‘undertake private work’ and, ever practical, have 
‘the privilege of using any spare corners’ of the park nursery ‘to grow a few vegetables 
for his own consumption’. The committee agreed and kemp was now free to embark on 
what were to become two successful subsidiary careers: those of author and of private 
landscape consultant. 

The financial crisis continued and kemp was ordered to reduce spending on the park. 
looking to the future, he pointed out that cutting the labour force was a false economy 
and would only create additional and unnecessary work ‘for the next six to seven years’. 
a compromise was reached, but with their debts continuing to mount the commissioners 
looked for other ways to economize. In february 1849, they considered the radical option 
of dispensing with kemp’s services outright. This was a blow, but kemp was already 
beginning to attract private commissions and being able to style himself ‘of birkenhead 
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park’ was a factor in his success. furthermore, if he lost his job, he and sophia would 
have been homeless. His response was to offer ‘to continue in the superintendence […] 
free of any salary’ provided he was permitted ‘to remain in the occupation of his present 
residence and the small plots of land’ he had been allowed ‘to cultivate rent free’.32 The 
commissioners agreed with this arrangement and with his position now assured, at least 
for twelve months, kemp could concentrate on the minutiae of the day-to-day affairs of 
the park: gravel was needed for the walk to the principal entrance, there were too many 
swans on the lakes and half should be dispensed with, a ‘shelter was needed for the 
park roller especially during the winter’ and a supply of wheat straw required to thatch 
its roof, the lakes were in a sorry state and the damaged railings had to be repaired or 
replaced.33 These were all matters with which kemp could manage with ease, but none 
engaged his full capabilities. This would come as his horizons widened.

prIVaTe wOrk and publICaTIOns

as early as 1846, kemp had been approached by william laird, the third son of william 
laird, the shipbuilder, to design a large villa estate on the banks of the mersey, to the 
north of the village of eastham. always a hard worker, he may well have drawn up 
the plans in his own time, but nevertheless this apparent moonlighting displeased the 
commissioners. They had already allowed him to undertake some minor private work the 
previous december, but this was a step too far. They ‘resolved that in future mr. kemp 
be not permitted to undertake any other employment than that of the Township’.34 The 
scheme for a villa estate came to nothing and it was only in 1849 that he is recorded as 
undertaking more private work when he designed a ‘rose garden’ for James barrett, in 
the grounds of lymm Hall, Cheshire (figure 6).

paxton has been described as a workaholic and at times kemp seems to have inherited 
some of his inexhaustible energy. The year 1850 provides a good example when, on top 
of his private landscaping and his work in birkenhead park, kemp brought out the first 
edition of his How to Lay Out a Garden and an updated version of the bradbury & 
evans publication The Handbook of Gardening.35 He also spent time gathering material 
for John weale’s monumental London Exhibited in 1851.36 with some nine hundred 
pages and over two hundred illustrations, the publication was brought out to coincide 
with the Great exhibition and covered in detail every aspect of london’s life, industry 
and culture, with kemp contributing the section on ‘Gardens, Conservatories, parks etc.’.

working on this section must have given him much pleasure. approached by weale 
in the autumn of 1850, he travelled to london to inspect at first hand many of the 
parks and gardens he describes. Having accumulated far more information than could 
comfortably be included in the original publication, weale then produced kemp’s section 
as a stand-alone volume: The Parks, Gardens, etc. of London and its Suburbs: described 
and illustrated for the guidance of strangers, which came out in march 1851. One passage 
in the book seems prophetic: 

from the astonishing quickness with which the suburbs of london are becoming filled 
up with streets and houses, not-withstanding the tendency which railways have to draw 
off the people further from town, every attempt to snatch a clear piece of country from 
the general fate, and to provide a belt of pure air, or the means of obtaining it, entirely 
around the crowded seats of business, should be delightedly hailed, and strenuously 
fostered.37

It would be seven more years before kemp again produced a book. In the intervening 
period, those very railways, which were drawing off people from the towns, had created 
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opportunities for landscape gardeners, such as himself, to design new gardens, providing 
him with material for a second edition of his How to Lay Out a Garden, this time more 
grandly entitled A General Guide to Choosing, Forming or Improving an Estate from a 
quarter of an acre to a hundred acres, the epithet ‘small Garden’ having been abandoned.

The new and enlarged version of How to Lay Out a Garden appeared in 1858 
with some one hundred and forty engravings ‘drawn from the author’s own practice’ 
and including plans of various gardens he had been commissioned to design. These had 
been prepared by a J. w. Chapman of dulwich and suggest that while kemp may have 
passed on copies of his plans to his clients he had retained duplicates for himself. It 
is these plans, meticulously drawn to scale, which are the main source of information 
for kemp’s private commissions in the period between 1849 and the early 1860s. with 
the permission of their owners, kemp provides details of numerous gardens and estates 
with which he had been associated. Though to some extent aspirational, a comparison 
between kemp’s plans and early editions of the Ordnance survey show that many of the 
designs he suggested were actually executed.38

Though working on the second edition of How to Lay Out a Garden, kemp must 
have found time to visit biddulph Grange, a large and unusual garden, laid out by James 
bateman, just across the Cheshire border in staffordshire. This visit formed the basis of 
a series of articles that appeared in the Gardeners’ Chronicle between 1857 and 1862. 
These included detailed plans of the gardens and were subsequently published as a small 
monograph entitled A Description of the Gardens at Biddulph Grange: abridged from the 
account published in the Gardeners’ Chronicle in the years 1857–62 (london: bradbury 

figure 6. edward kemp’s plan for a 
‘rose Garden’ at lymm Hall, Cheshire; 
from edward kemp, How to Lay Out a 
Garden, 2nd edn (london: bradbury & 
evans, 1858), p. 267
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& evans) (figure 7).39 In 1864 came the third and final british edition of his How to Lay 
Out a Garden.40 embellished with a further forty-five woodcuts, it contained examples 
of kemp’s work completed in the years up to 1864. kemp must have always had plans 
to produce a further edition as when, in his will, he left its copyright to his cousin, 

figure 7. edward kemp, pull-out plan of biddulph Grange, staffordshire; from edward kemp, 
A Description of the Gardens at Biddulph Grange: abridged from the account published in the 

Gardeners’ Chronicle in the years 1857–62 (london: bradbury & evans)
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John Greaves, he mentions that the most recent edition had been out of print for some 
time but that there were notes for ‘additions and improvements’ (‘which I have partially 
prepared’).

lIVInG On THe park’s perIpHery

In 1845, with his position as park superintendent confirmed, kemp was allocated the 
Italian lodge, one of the park lodges, as his residence. designed by robertson in an 
Italianate style, it was attractive to look at but seems to have been less than satisfactory 
as a home. In January 1854, kemp complained that it was ‘smoky and very damp’ – for 
a building not even ten years old this was surprising, though the height of the belvedere 
may have made it difficult for the chimneys to draw properly and its open sides allowed 
rain to build up and penetrate the roof. 

five years later kemp must have felt sufficiently confident of his income to embark 
on building a house of his own. In may 1859, plans and an elevation for a single villa 
to be built on one of the few remaining plots adjoining the upper park were submitted 
to the commissioners by his friend and sometime colleague, the birkenhead architect 
walter scott. Constructed of brick in neo-gothic style, it was larger and very different 
from the Italian lodge. a datestone of 1859 bearing kemp’s and sophia’s initials, ‘esk’, 
is on the gable, though the household did not move into its new home until 1860 (figure 
8). The garden, lying to one side of the house, was not in a position kemp would have 
recommended, as he advised:

should a house be so unfortunately placed as to look obliquely upon one of the 
boundaries […] variety may be occasioned by drawing lines from the best windows, […] 

figure 8. Gable of edward kemp’s 
house in park road west, birkenhead, 
with (i n s e t) the datestone. 
photo: author, 2008
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in the direction of that boundary and jutting forward the plantation or specimens along 
some of these lines into the lawn.41

a comparison between the Ordnance survey map of the 1870s with the garden today 
shows little has changed. The conservatory, presumably erected by samuel mcGerrow, 
has gone, as has the little octagonal summerhouse at the end of the garden, perhaps 
similar to the one he designed for the coal proprietor david bromilow of Haresfinch 
House, st Helens.42 as might be expected, the planting makes good use of holly, partly as 
screening from the road and partly to provide colour and greenery in winter. The outline 
of the lawn follows a series of curves and an individual specimen of weeping oak, placed 
in its centre, gives it an almost oriental air (figure 9). 

kemp’s move from the Italian lodge, where he had been living rent and rates free, 
raised the matter of his lack of salary, something he was swift to point out to the roads 
and Improvement Committee, suggesting that the lodge ‘would readily let to a tenant’ and 
that in consideration of his services as park superintendent the commissioners should allow 
him an annual consulting fee. The sum agreed on was thirty guineas a year. kemp would 
continue his supervision of the park, but his work for private clients would continue, too. 
The level of his consulting fee did not rest there but was a recurrent theme in his dealings 
with his employers. Though more a matter of pride than of financial necessity, one can only 
speculate what kemp felt when, in January 1871, the fee was cut to twenty guineas. This 
level of payment continued until 1874 when once again his old fee of thirty guineas was 
restored. at the same time the salary of John Cowan, assistant park superintendent, was 
increased from a hundred and thirty-five to one hundred and fifty pounds per annum.43 

This situation continued until 1877 when birkenhead became a borough and a 
change in administration may have prompted kemp to ask for an increase. He was 
unsuccessful. The response of the council was predictable: ‘in view of the present 
conditions of trade and the high rates now levied in the borough it is undesirable 

figure 9. The ‘unfortunately placed’ garden of park road west, birkenhead, in winter.  
photo: author, 2008
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that there should be any increase in the corporate expenditure and that therefore mr. 
kemp’s application be not granted’. further indignities followed when responsibility 
for running the park was transferred to the Health Committee. In July 1882, this 
committee required the head of each department to provide it with the names and 
salaries of all their employees with a summary of their duties. In response to this, the 
minutes record a letter from kemp ‘as to the duties which he considers that the annual 
payment to him of the consulting fee of £31.10s covers’. what precisely these duties 
were is not recorded, but kemp was still continuing to deal with park-related matters 
including plans for a park in Tranmere.

THe fInal years

The later 1880s were a sad time for kemp. In the summer of 1885 came the death of 
his unmarried sister, mary anne, aged sixty-nine. she had been living with the kemps in 
park road west since at least 1871. suffering from heart trouble and dropsy, she died on  
12 august and was buried in the non-conformist section of flaybrick Cemetery. Two-
and-a-half years later, as Christmas approached, his wife sophia contracted pneumonia. 
Only ill for a short time, she died on 17 december. she, like her sister-in-law, was 
only sixty-nine at the time of her death and was buried in the same grave in flaybrick. 
following sophia’s death, kemp redrafted his will, calling on two colleagues, James 
richardson of 9 rosemount, Oxton, the park manager, and william parkinson, of  
102 upton road, the working park superintendent, to witness his signature. His executors 
were his cousin, John Greaves, a solicitor in the City of london, and John Townsend, of 
lingfield, wimbledon, a successful local builder and developer. 

kemp had a strong sense of family. His cousin Henry, later to be ordained, was a 
witness at his marriage, as was his brother Charles and his young sister-in-law, ellen 
bailey. despite his move to the north kemp stayed in contact with them, inviting them 
to visit birkenhead or staying with them on his trips to london. ellen was a member of 
his household recorded in the census of 1861, while a letter written to Charles phipps on 
27 april 1872, regarding fencing timber to be supplied to Chalcot House was sent from 
his brother’s house in Islington, 20 Canonbury place. lacking any children of his own, 
the beneficiaries of his will, apart from Greaves, were sophia’s brother and sister, George 
and ellen bailey, and various members of the kemp family, including his cousins revd 
Henry kemp, sarah kemshed, elizabeth best and rebecca fletcher, and the offspring 
of his deceased cousin, sarah fletcher. The estate would be valued at £10,548. 17s, the 
equivalent of over one million pounds in today’s currency. He had come a long way 
since, when as a young gardener at Chatsworth, he had contributed half a crown to the 
memorial fund for the great plant hunter, david douglas.

life at no. 74 must now have seemed very lonely. work had still been coming in 
but his health was failing.44 In 1887, kemp had been involved in planning Queen’s park 
in Crewe. It was to be his last public venture. In march 1891, four years after Crewe 
had opened, he died, aged seventy-four. suffering from acute bronchitis, his death was 
registered by his sick nurse and he, like his wife and sister, was buried in the cemetery at 
flaybrick, laid out by him some thirty years previously. His headstone carries the words:

He suffered much but was deeply grateful for God’s goodness to him and wished to have 
inscribed on his tomb ‘His mercy endureth for ever’

COnClusIOns

The response to his death would have pleased kemp. The local papers carried fulsome 
tributes to ‘a talented and much respected townsman’; the liverpool authorities, for 
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whom he had worked on several occasions, noted the loss of ‘a man of strict integrity 
and dignified conduct’; while his obituary in the Gardeners’ Chronicle described him as 
‘a landscape gardener of much taste and ability’. The final word, however, must go to the 
Birkenhead Advertiser: ‘birkenhead has lost in him one of its oldest and worthiest citizens 
for to him she is certainly in a great measure indebted for one of the most beautiful public 
parks ever made.’45 His parks and gardens are his true memorial (figure 10).
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figure 10. Informal vista across ‘greensward’, birkenhead park. photo: author 2017
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